
CONNECT WITH YOUR OVERSOUL! 
 

 
 
THE OVERSOUL, UNDERSTANDING THE TERM 
 
Oversoul is a word that was originally coined to express 
the various aspects a very complex concept inside of the 



program of evolution: the parts of the Monadic Essence of 
Creation.  
 
Progress has not followed a straight ascending line, but a 
spiral with rhythms of progress and retrogression, of 
evolution and dissolution 
 
“The story begins with the Absolute. From the Absolute 
comes the Divine Fire. A spark of this Divine Fire is 
differentiated into a ‘Divine Spark‘, and is called the 
Monad. It is difficult to describe the Monad, or to list its 
attributes. All that can really be said in a description of the 
Monad is that it is an individualized expression of the 
Absolute, a “Divine Spark.”" 
 
It is the expression of the concept of "one essence" in 
metaphysical and theological theory. In Ageless Wisdom, 
the Unit of Creation can and will express and experiment 
itself through various stages and manifestation of 
consciousness. 
 
Monads are spiritual-substantial entities, self-motivated, 
self-impelled, self-conscious, in infinitely varying degrees, 
the ultimate elements of the universe. These monads 
engender other monads as one seed will produce 
multitudes of other seeds; so up from each such Monad 
springs a host of living entities in the course of illimitable 
time, each such Monad being the fountainhead or parent, 
in which all others are involved, and from which they 
spring. 
 
All the seeds and offspring of the Monad constitute what 
we call our Oversoul. Therefore, for Oversoul, we 
understand that it comprises the complete scope of Soul 
extensions that constitute our Family of Light. A human 
monad can have twelve Souls as monadic extensions, 
and these twelve Souls can, in their turn, expand 



themselves to have up to twelve Soul extensions of their 
own. Taken together, the monad can be vibrating and 
experience itself on the plane of individuality in 144 
different aspects of itself. The monad is just like a 
diamond with 144 facets, all connected and vibrating in 
unison as One. 
 
The true realization and awareness of these important 
parts of us are vital steps to the expansion of our horizons 
and consciousness. The recognition of this intricate 
concept can greatly broaden our understanding of 
ourselves and our roles inside of the manifested universe. 
The Master Djwhal Khul says, through his work with Alice 
Bailey, that the relationship between all Souls and their 
Oversouls constitute the basis of the scientific belief in 
“Brotherhood”, or Oneness, as, at the same time, he 
affirms that Oneness, is a reality of nature, not just an 
ideal concept. 
 
The clearing and the anchoring of the energies from our 
Family of Light is a legitimate work of Soul integration, 
which helps an individual to re-engineer its limiting system 
of beliefs, amplifying the reach and heightening the 
general vibration, creating limitless opportunities to 
exchange experiences and wisdom with the multifaceted 
and multi-dimensional realities of Be-ing. 
 
The opening gates of this invaluable Soul contact are 
indicated in the spiritual works of the building of the Bridge 
of Light (Antahkarana) which opens oneself to the 
perspective to cross beyond the limiting island of the Self 
to the immense new continents of the Soul-selves and 
Monadic-selves. 
 
~~~~~~ 
 



THE BIG PICTURE AND A WAY FOR YOU TO 
PERCIEVE YOUR OVERSOUL 
 
We are all whole, vast, powerful beings, part of a greater 
soul collective. Like petals on a flower, our individual soul 
and others in this collective are known as our soul cluster 
group. To further clarify this verbal illustration, the center 
of the flower could be called the oversoul1. The flower as 
a whole represents the oversoul energy. Our oversoul and 
others are connected, which make up larger soul families 
and collectives. To broaden the perspective even more, all 
oversouls that exist in all time and space, linked together 
as one are Source. Source energy is divine energy—the 
energy that forms the Godhead—the all that is.  
 
At some point during our soul’s existence we no longer 
remained in Source. We broke off from our oversoul and 
incarnated into physical form, in this linear timeline, so that 
we could experience the illusion of being separate. We did 
this to learn specific lessons, have certain experiences, 
and gain spiritual mastery as directed by our Oversoul.  
 
The Oversoul records and integrates every lifetime and 
the life events of each soul member. A good metaphor to 
clarify this concept is to view the oversoul as a radio 
station and each member of the soul cluster as a 
particular song. As individuals, we only know our own 
song, but the oversoul has access to all the varieties at 
once. 
 
Since we’ve begun incarnating, over thousands, even 
millions of times on earth and in other physical and 
nonphysical planets, worlds, and realities, both as 
individuals and collectives, we have experienced opposite 
ends of the spectrum in being human or another living 
being—good and bad, pain and pleasure, joy and despair, 
abundance and scarcity, and all that exists in between.  



 
In the process, through trauma or overwhelming 
circumstances, we have become fragmented. At this time 
of the shift, many of us as individual souls long to return to 
the soup of our Oversoul energy and ultimately, Source. 
We desire the peace and harmony of oneness.  
 
Our Ascension is a process that involves our individual 
souls merging with our higher selves and becoming fully 
fifth dimensional. Currently, humanity’s soul 
consciousness resides in the fourth dimension, and is 
headed to the 5th and Beyond. This is a dimension where 
we can experience the dense, physical aspects of the third 
dimensional existence and the lighter, ethereal 
experiences of the fifth dimension, as our physical bodies 
transform from carbon-based to crystalline. The animal 
and nature kingdom are also shifting along with us, as 
their physical consciousness is becoming more higher 
dimensional, and their bodies are also changing to 
crystalline.  
      
Our Ascension may take more time than we expect. But 
after we Ascend, our evolution continues; we rise up 
through the higher dimensions. From a linear perspective, 
eventually we will reach a nonphysical existence once 
again, while becoming one with those in our soul cluster 
along the way.  Presently, our main goal is still to first 
focus on the process of helping our individual soul 
become whole.  
 
This wholeness happens through our healing process: 
becoming aware of and experiencing the suppressed or 
repressed memories, thoughts, emotions, beliefs, and 
behaviors from this life and all of our other lives. It also 
involves mastery of the lessons associated with them. As 
we heal, any hindering energies begin to lift out of our 
energy fields. Soul pieces and fragments that we have lost 



through trauma come back to us. Our being fills up with 
more divine light and unconditional love. We then make 
our way back to being bigger beings again.  
 
But it is important to understand that while we are on this 
journey, we will continue to recreate situations that bring 
up the old memories, thoughts, emotions, beliefs, and 
behaviors, to a greater or lesser degree, depending on our 
level of spiritual understanding. This will persist until all of 
these vibrations are completely cleared from our energy 
fields and our individual souls have become whole through 
fully experiencing and therefore integrating these life 
happenings. This is what it takes to heal many lifetimes 
and many layers of wounding and trauma.  
 
As our individual souls become more whole, we then 
begin the healing process with those in our soul cluster. 
This is already happening for many on earth right now. We 
are remembering and experiencing the traumas of many 
of those beings in our cluster group. Because of this, we 
might dream about lifetimes that these souls have lived. At 
that time, or even while awake, we can access many of 
those soul’s memories, beliefs, thoughts, emotions, 
behaviors, and even physical sensations related to 
particular life experiences and traumas.  
 
When this happens in a dream or vision, the experiences 
might feel or look like they are happening to you. They 
might remind you of something from your past or you 
might think they are from another one of your lifetimes. 
Sometimes when the memories, emotions, or visceral 
sensations are experienced, you might even think they are 
related to something in your current life.  
 
It takes a great deal of intuitive experience to understand 
what’s really going on in these situations. The good news 
is, you don’t have to know whether it was you or another 



soul that experienced the trauma because the souls that 
are part of your cluster make up your Oversoul energy, 
which is the bigger you. So heal these issues the same 
way you would heal your individual soul’s issues.  
 
From the big picture standpoint, as we deepen the 
process of healing and transformation for our individual 
soul and our soul cluster, our consciousness continually 
expands. We evolve. This enlightenment continues 
through all of our existences, until we merge fully into our 
oversoul’s energy, eventually making our way back to 
Source—the ultimate divine energy—the all that is. 
 
~~~~~~ 
 
WHAT IS YOUR OVERSOUL DOING RIGHT NOW? 
 
As you go about your daily business here on Earth, other 
expressions of you, namely your “Higher Self” and your 
“Oversoul” are entrusted with empowering the earthbound 
you in finding your truth and realizing your divine 
plan.  They act as a team with your spirit guides, to help 
you in your development and progress. Each is as 
important as the other.  Because they are with you 
continuously and forever, it is essential for you to connect 
more consciously with your Higher Self and Oversoul. 
 
Your Oversoul is that aspect of you that is pure 
unconditional love, bringing in divine timing and grace and 
direct connection with a God Source, true for all your lives 
on all the planets, through all the dimensions of time and 
space.  Your Oversoul encompasses the same principles 
as the Higher Self, yet has concerns and sees things from 
a Spiritual Perspective that is far beyond our intellectual 
capacity.  Your Oversoul sees the energetic root cause of 
your physical experiences, especially those that are 
operating below the surface of your conscious awareness. 



  
The power and magnificence of your Oversoul, truly 
shapes your destiny, and in doing so has a unique way of 
being and guiding you.  When there is some special 
mission or project to be completed your Over Soul may 
even connect with you in human form, as a friend, advisor, 
parent.  Your Oversoul helps you become aware of how to 
tune into yourself and achieve mental, physical and 
spiritual balance so you can steadily be in motion toward 
your life’s purpose. Because your Oversoul has intimate 
knowledge of you in past lives you are provided 
opportunities to connect to people who have passed, 
especially if there is a need to heal, to let go, or for 
closure.  Your Oversoul helps you convert life lessons into 
a mind enhancing revelations that truly serve you. 
 
~~~~~~ 
 
OVERSOUL BLENDING-ATTRIBUTES HEALING RIGHT 
NOW IN THE PRESENT 
 
Oversoul Blending-Attributes Divinity Healing helps to re-
establish connection first of all to the Oversoul. It also 
reconnects the severed axiatonal lines, and rejuvenates 
the axial circulatory system. Once the connection has 
been re-established, the Oversoul transmits the 
appropriate energies through the axiatonal lines to 
regenerate and reharmonize the various bodies according 
to the Divine Blueprint. 
 
Axiatonal lines lie along the acupuncture meridians, and 
feed into major spin points that lie near the surface of the 
skin. Spin points are small spherical vortices of 
electromagnetic energy that emit Light and Sound 
frequencies which cause the atoms of molecules in the 
cells to spin faster. This increased spin creates Light fibers 
that then create a grid for cellular regeneration. 



 
These spin points feed axiatonal energy into the axial 
circulatory system, and the acupuncture meridians. Every 
cell in the body also has a spin point. The axial circulatory 
system connects all the spin points in the body.  
 
Axiatonal energy continually recharges all bodies, and 
additionally assists to clear negative emotional and mental 
patterns. 
The reconnection to the Oversoul level acts as the 
gateway to hook up to even higher levels of Self. As we 
embrace our Wholeness, Spirit manifests more of its 
vastness through the body, which allows for greater Light, 
Love, and Wisdom to enter. This is called "Descension of 
Spirit", and as this happens, we begin to express in the 
fullness of who we are - as Source. 
 
Yukia Qwi An Sandara  
	


